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A B S T R A C T   

A data-driven approach based on Optimized AdaBoost-Linear SVM is proposed to indicate the bridge damage 
using only raw vibration signals received from a vehicle passing over the bridge. To enable Linear SVM as an 
effective component learner in AdaBoost and to achieve its best generalization performance, an optimizing 
strategy is designed to modify its configuration. Laboratory experiments are conducted to establish the dataset 
employing a steel beam and a scale truck model with an engine. The present algorithm learns to identify bridge 
health states by feeding training data, and its performance is assessed using the testing dataset. Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) as a dimension reduction technique is utilized to visualize the identification results. 
From the dataset on diverse health states, the proposed strategy can identify the bridge damages effectively and 
provide better generalization performance than other commonly used algorithms. When compared to other al-
gorithms such as SVM and Random Forest, it improves result accuracy by 5% to 16.7%. The experimental results 
also indicate that the vehicle-based indirect Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) framework can be equally 
effective as the direct SHM systems, and suggest the potentials of achieving automatic, robust and practical SHM 
models in the future.   

1. Introduction 

Bridge structural deficiencies have become a widespread concern 
throughout the world due to increasing traffic loads and the progressive 
degradation of bridges over time etc. [1]. It is reported that more than 
11 % of bridges in the United States are structurally deficient [2]; in 
Europe, most bridges were constructed from 1945 to 1965 [3]; in 
Australia, 72 % of the bridge transportation network was built before 
1976 [4]; in Japan, the boom of bridge infrastructure development 
occurred between 1955 and 1975, and many of these bridges are pre-
dicted to have structural flaws within the next decade [5]. As a trau-
matic example, the Genoa bridge collapse in Italy claimed the lives of 
forty-three people in 2018, primarily due to poor maintenances with 
difficulties in inspection [6]. In light of this, it is critically important to 
develop low-cost but effective Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) 
systems capable of detecting potential damages in the early stage. 

The current bridge monitoring framework is known as the “sensor- 
based monitoring” system, in which numerous sensors directly attached 
to the structure are required, and their performances highly depend on 
the sensors’ location and sensitivity etc. [7]. Because of the tremendous 

costs in sensor installation and maintenance, conventional direct SHM 
techniques have been considered as expensive approaches for many 
years. On-site instrumentation on bridges is usually costly, risky, and 
laborious, especially for a bridge under ongoing traffic or in a hazardous 
location [8]. Additionally, sensors on the bridge are highly susceptible 
to be broken due to environmental impacts like weather, resulting in 
high maintenance and repair expenses [9]. Furthermore, one monitoring 
framework can be difficult to transfer to other bridges, as the instru-
mentation is fixed permanently on the bridge as a tailored SHM system 
[10]. These disadvantages limit the widespread application of direct 
SHM technologies on bridges in general, and there is a need to develop 
an alternative strategy without instrumenting the bridge. 

Giving the merits in mobility, economy and efficiency, an indirect 
SHM method, known as the drive-by bridge inspection method, has 
become increasingly popular as an active field of research in recent years 
[11]. The bridge vibrates as the vehicle passing over it and the dynamic 
properties of bridges will be reflected in vehicle response through the 
coupling effects between them, referred to as Vehicle-Bridge Interaction 
(VBI) [12]. As a result, this method does not require vibration sensors to 
be placed on the bridge, but only a few sensors mounted on the vehicle 
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passing through it, where the vehicle is served as both exciter and 
receiver [13]. Studies have investigated the potentials of the drive-by 
bridge inspection approach in obtaining bridge modal parameters, 
such as fundamental frequencies and mode shapes [14–17]. Changes in 
modal parameters could indicate bridge deterioration as shown in many 
research works, which is referred to as the modal parameter-based 
monitoring approach [18–21]. 

However, most modal parameter-based methods fail to achieve 
satisfactory performance and are not sensitive to small-scale damages 
due to several reasons. Firstly, natural frequencies as the damage indi-
cator employed by many studies did not have sufficient information for 
damage indication. They are easily influenced by environmental factors 
(e.g., temperatures), which will mask the subtle change induced by 
damages [22,23]. Secondly, mode shapes or their derivations, as the 
other commonly used indicator, are usually subject to measurement 
errors, disguising changes from small-scale damage [24]. Thirdly, most 
modal parameter-based approaches highly rely on the knowledge and 
experience of researchers for the damage determination with risks in 
human bias. Although there are some methods based on indicators like 
damping, displacement profile and moving force, similar problems have 
been discovered as well [25–28]. Machine Learning methods can exploit 
the complete time-domain and frequency-domain responses rather than 
just peaks in the spectrum and are sensitive to tiny changes in the signal 
[24,29,30]. They have the potential to resolve these issues by providing 
higher accuracy in detection results and the possibility of identifying 
small damages, which is the motivation for this work. 

ML methods have been widely used in direct SHM frameworks and 
have demonstrated excellent performance. For example, Alamdari et al. 
[31] employed K-Nearest Neighbors algorithms (KNN) to successfully 
identify the health state of Sydney Harbor Bridge in Australia under 
ongoing traffic. A multi-level assessment strategy and a decision support 
framework were used by Shu et al. [32,33] to assess the load-carrying 
capacity and structural behavior of bridges. Zhang et al. [24] achieved 
accurate classification of 0.0015 % structural mass increase of steel 
girder bridges via Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). It is worth 
noting that, despite the widespread success of ML applications in SHM 
problems, as a data-driven method, there are still some drawbacks: 1. 
ML methods usually do not have a clear physical explanation [34,35]; 2. 
ML methods often require pre-knowledge of the health status as “base-
line”, which means they are unable to identify pre-existing damages 
[24,36]. While there have been few studies and implementations of ML 
techniques on the indirect SHM method using passing vehicles. Based on 
Support Vector Machines (SVMs), Cerda et al. [36] and Lederman et al. 
[37] successfully detected and classified different bridge damage types 
with acceleration data from a passing vehicle. In 2019, Artificial Neural 
Network (ANN) was firstly applied to the vehicle-based bridge health 
monitoring system by Malekjafarian et al. [38], obtaining promising 
results. These studies verified the “potential” of ML techniques in indi-
rect SHM frameworks, but there is still much space for development in 
comparison to their deployment in direct SHM systems. 

As prevalent methodologies, artificial neural networks and similar 
methods often have complicated architectures and hyperparameters, 
require huge computing resources, and are difficult to tune due to issues 
like local minima [39]. An important concern is that too many hyper-
parameters and overly complex algorithm structures might bind the 
algorithm to a particular system or framework, which is hard to transfer 
to others. The initial intention of this paper is to design a simple and 
computationally efficient approach framework that has superior per-
formance in damage identification. SVMs, developed from the theory of 
Structural Risk Minimization, are one of the most robust ML strategies, 
which find an optimal separating hyperplane in the feature space to 

maximize the width of the gap between the two categories [40]. Several 
studies show that SVMs perform well on health state classification 
problems with the presence of noticeable structural damages [41–42]. In 
terms of small-scale damages, however, their dynamic responses are 
highly similar to those of health, for which SVMs and other general 
classifiers are likely to perform poorly. AdaBoost, which enhances the 
classifier’s performance by learning from misclassified samples, can be 
used as a boosting strategy in this case. It builds a collection of 
component classifiers by keeping a set of weights over training samples 
and adaptively adjusting these weights after each boosting iteration: the 
weights of training samples that are misclassified by the current 
component classifier will be increased, while the weights of training 
samples that are correctly classified will be decreased [43]. The boosting 
mechanism forces SVM component classifiers to focus on misclassified 
samples from the minority class, preventing the minor damage charac-
teristics from being considered as noises. This could justify the explo-
ration of AdaBoost with SVM component classifiers in the indirect SHM 
framework. 

The integration of SVMs with AdaBoost, however, still remains 
challenging. This is because SVMs, as conventional strong classifiers, 
seem to go against the “moderate classifier” principle in boosting stra-
tegies, and AdaBoost cannot train a strong classifier easily. To benefit 
from AdaBoost methods, previous studies adjust the kernel coefficient, 
gamma, for ‘RBF’, ‘poly’ and ‘sigmoid’ SVMs, defining how far the in-
fluence of a single training example can reach, to weaken their learning 
abilities as component classifiers [44–45]. While the regularization 
parameter, C, which governs the model complexity and training errors, 
can also affect the SVMs’ performance. According to Li et al. [46], 
seeking the best C and gamma values at the same time to achieve the 
greatest generalization performance of AdaBoost-SVMs is not feasible, 
which is also accompanied by a large computational cost. On the other 
hand, the existing algorithms do not explicitly take significant measures 
to address this issue. In this paper, the authors use a linear SVM as the 
base classifier in AdaBoost because linear and simple classifiers could 
better separate the high-dimensional spaces composed of vibration data 
in general. Linear SVM lacks gamma; instead, its performance is 
controlled by merely-one parameter, C, whose effects are herein crucial. 
While the influence of C value on AdaBoost-SVMs has not received 
sufficient attention in prior studies, and it will be investigated in this 
paper. Meanwhile, it provides a “convenient” way to tune by adjusting 
the C value only in order to find a proper SVM classifier. Based on this, 
an optimization strategy can be designed to achieve the improved 
generalization performance of AdaBoost-Linear SVM by globally seeking 
the C value. 

This paper adopts a novel approach for damage indication on the 
indirect SHM framework, based on a combination of AdaBoost, Linear- 
SVM and an efficient optimization method for C value to improve the 
result accuracy. Using raw vehicle acceleration signals as inputs, the 
present algorithm, which combines the advantages of linear SVM and 
AdaBoost, is designed to adaptively update its configuration by the 
proposed optimization strategy to acquire the optimum generalization 
performance. This paper aims to address the following concerns of in-
terest: (1) whether the proposed strategy can be employed as an effec-
tive classifier in health state identification problems with raw vehicle 
acceleration signals as direct inputs; (2) will this algorithm provide 
improvements or benefits over the existing ML methods; (3) how does 
the algorithm boost the performance in damage indication. Experiments 
are conducted to obtain the dataset for training and testing by 
employing a truck model and a steel beam. The effectiveness of the 
strategy is evaluated by its accuracy on classifying the testing sets of 
various health statuses. Meanwhile, algorithms such as SVMs are used to 
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compare the results. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) techniques are 
used to visualize the classification results. The experimental results from 
the vehicle are also compared with those obtained directly from the 
bridge model to demonstrate the feasibility of the indirect SHM 
framework. 

The contributions of the work are summarized as follows: Firstly, the 
influence of C value on AdaBoost-SVMs is investigated and an optimi-
zation method is designed to achieve the improved generalization per-
formance. Secondly, this paper presents an early attempt of 
experimentally validating the feasibility of drive-by bridge inspection to 
identify small-scale structural changes in the bridge using data-driven 
frameworks. Thirdly, experiments are performed, and the results are 
used to validate the high efficiency of the proposed method. Lastly, by 
comparing the performance of different machine learning methods on 
the indirect SHM system, this paper provides a useful reference for 
future exploration of the drive-by method based on data-driven 
frameworks. 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Overview of the SHM framework 

The indirect SHM model is designed as a four-step process as shown 
in Fig. 1. In step 1, vehicle acceleration records from both healthy and 
damaged states with the sampling frequency of FH Hz are divided into 
NH and ND numbers of vectors, in which NH and ND are the total vehicle 
runs for each health state. In step 2, effective acceleration signals of Ti

H 
seconds in healthy condition for the i-th run (i = 1,2,3, …, NH) and 
signals of Tj

D seconds in damaged condition for the j-th run (j = 1,2,3, …, 
ND) are selected, during which the whole vehicle is on the beam, 
referred to as the valid acceleration segments. The time segments would 
be identical in this study (Ti

H = Tj
D = T), as the vehicle speed is 

controlled to be approximately constant. Thus, both vectors Hi and Dj 

contain T × FH discrete points, respectively, which refer to the infor-
mation about the bridge in intact and damaged situations obtained by 
the i-th and j-th runs. In step 3, the designed model is trained by feeding 
the training data, evaluating the losses, iteratively updating the weights 
from misclassified samples and adaptively modifying the configuration. 
In step 4, the validation procedure examines the model’s performance in 
damage indication based on testing sets. Steps 1 and 2 are known as the 
signal pre-processing stage, while steps 3 and 4 represent the damage 
diagnosis stage. 

2.2. Signal preprocessing 

Raw acceleration signals received from the passing vehicle should be 
processed to establish the dataset for the Optimized AB-Linear SVM 
model. Fig. 2 illustrates the preprocessing procedure for vehicle accel-
eration records. For the i-th and j-th runs in healthy and damaged bridge 
states, valid acceleration segments should be cut off after the acquisition 
of vehicle acceleration signals, which contain required information 
about the bridge. Generally, peaks can be found in the acceleration re-
cords of the front axle when the vehicle enters and exits the bridge due to 
expansion joints at both ends, which are regarded as an indicator for 
selecting effective signal segments. Valid acceleration segments are 
selected as the signal records, during which the entire vehicle is on the 
bridge, with the time periods of T. Given a sampling frequency of FH, 
there are totally T × FH discrete points in the valid segments of healthy 
and damaged bridges. The valid acceleration segments in time domain, 
which could preserve the health state information to the largest extent, 
are used as direct inputs for Optimized AB-Linear SVM. The acceleration 
amplitudes are utilized as features, and AdaBoost-SVM as the machine 
learning model aims to categorize data points constituted of acceleration 
amplitudes in a high-dimensional space. If all vectors have been pro-
cessed, matrices MH, MD with shapes of NH × (T × FH) and ND × (T × FH)

corresponding to healthy and damaged states, respectively, can be built 
as the dataset for the designed model. 

Fig. 1. Architecture of the designed SHM model.  
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2.3. Proposed algorithms 

This section aims at employing SVMs with Linear kernel as compo-
nent classifiers in AdaBoost and seeking its best generalization perfor-
mance in damage identification. SVMs are strong classifiers and there is 
a need to weaken their learning abilities to enable them to be effective 
component learners for AdaBoost. Unlike other SVM algorithms with 
multiple parameters, Linear SVM’s performance merely depends on the 

regularization parameter, C, and its learning capacity can be changed by 
simply adjusting the C value. It could not benefit from a C value that is 
too large or too small, and a proper C value should balance the 
“complexity” and “diversity” of the classifier. There may also be the 
optimum C values that can lead to the greatest generalization perfor-
mance when utilizing Linear-SVMs as component learners in the Ada-
Boost approach. The proposed optimization strategy searches for the 
optimum C values that can maximize the generalization performance. 

Fig. 2. Signal preprocessing procedure.  

Fig. 3. Optimizing procedure.  
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Optimized AdaBoost-Linear SVM consists of two processes of opti-
mization and training, as depicted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. The 
procedure of the complete algorithm is referred to as Algorithm 1. The 
training samples are divided into sub-training sets and validation sets 
with a ratio of 90 %: 10 %. In the optimizing process, a very small C 
value, Cini, is initially set corresponding to a linear SVM classifier with 
the weak learning ability. Using sub-training sets as inputs, Linear-SVM 
with this C value is then trained by AdaBoost to return an accuracy on 
validation sets. After that, the C value is increased slightly by Cstep, to 
enhance the learning ability of Linear-SVM. This procedure is repeated 
until the final cycle, S, is completed, from which the optimal classifier 
with the greatest result accuracy is chosen as the optimum classifier for 
the given dataset. In the training process, with the input of C value at the 
s-th cycle, AdaBoost maintains a weight distribution over sub-training 
samples with labels, which is initially configured to be uniform. Linear 
SVM as the component learner is called repeatedly in a series of cycles, 
T. At iteration t, Linear SVM trains a classifier, ht , and the distribution, 
wt, is updated in each iteration based on the prediction results on sub- 
training samples. Generally, correctly classified samples are given 
smaller weights, while misclassified samples are assigned larger 
weights. The values of Cini, Cstep, S and T required for the algorithm are 
set as 0.01, 0.1, 1000 and 50, respectively, in this study. Since the in-
fluence of the C value in AdaBoost SVMs has not been explicitly or 
thoroughly investigated in previous studies, their working mechanisms 
will be discussed in later sections with the acceleration data as inputs. 

Algorithm 1. Optimized AdaBoost-Linear SVM algorithm. 

Fig. 4. AdaBoost training procedure.  
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2.4. Damage diagnosis 

Optimized AdaBoost-Linear SVM learns to identify bridge health 
states via training and validation processes. The whole database ob-
tained from vehicle responses under diverse health statuses is split into 
training sets and testing sets as shown in Fig. 5. For a given location of 
damage, the strategy is trained by feeding the training data from 
different damage intensities (a%, b%, …,x%), modifying the parameters, 
computing the errors and iteratively updating the weights as indicated 
in Algorithm 1, which is the training step. In the validation step, the 
proposed algorithm’s performance in damage indication is evaluated by 
the result accuracy in testing sets, which are set as 15 % of the whole 
dataset (85 % data are training sets) in the study. 

3. Experimental program 

Laboratory experiments are conducted by employing a steel beam 
and a scale truck model with an engine. Acceleration records collected 
from the vehicle sensors are used to establish the dataset for training and 
validating the proposed model. For the damage diagnosis model, data 
from both intact and damaged states are required. Instead of inducing 
actual damages to the structure, the damaged states are simulated by 
attaching masses to the beam in order to avoid permanent or irreversible 
destruction. This has been adopted by many studies to generate damage, 
which proves its feasibility, such as those conducted by Cerda et al. [37], 
Kim et al. [21], Zhang et al. [29] and Liu et al. [30]. The data acquisition 
system is the same for both the beam and the vehicle, which is PC-driven 
and connected with sensors via wires, with a sampling rate of 2000 Hz. 
The sensors used in the study are made by Bruel & Kjær (TYPE 4371), 
and relevant specifications are provided as follows: frequency range (0.1 
– 12600 Hz), weight (11 g), and sensitivity (1.0 pC/ms−2). Other pa-
rameters of the sensor can be referred to in its product data [47]. It is 
worth mentioning that, since the sensors are placed on the bridge model 
throughout the experiment, which can be regarded as a part of the 
weight of the bridge, their weights would not affect the results. 

3.1. Bridge model setup 

A HEA400 simply supported steel beam was used to represent a 
bridge model in the experiment, as shown in Fig. 6. Physical properties 
of the steel beam are listed as follows: elastic modulus E = GPa; density 
ρ = 7.85 × 103 kg/m3; length L = 4.4 m; section area A = 15898 mm2 

and moment of inertia I = 85.64 × 106 mm4. The dimension details of 
the cross-section are shown in Fig. 7. The fundamental natural frequency 
of the simply supported beam is measured as 35.4 Hz from the bridge 
spectrogram. The experiment contains an acceleration ramp and a 
deceleration ramp, as well as a guide rail that is used to adjust the ve-
hicle’s direction so that it can travel through the beam straightly. Masses 
are added to three different locations as artificial damages, and the 
details will be discussed later. As shown in Fig. 7, three accelerometers 
are instrumented at 0.1L, 0.5L and 0.9L of the steel beam, respectively, 
to record the bridge vibrations at different sections during the vehicle’s 
passage. Fig. 8 indicates how the mass and the sensor are installed on the 
beam. 

Fig. 5. Format of the dataset.  

Fig. 6. Steel beam used as a bridge model.  
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3.2. Vehicle model setup 

Tamiya’s Mercedes-Benz 1850L is used as the vehicle model as 
presented in Fig. 9. Tamiya is a Japanese manufacturer of various car 
models, known for its accurate scale details and outstanding quality. 
Except for the weight, this 1/14 scale model (568 mm × 202 mm) 
realistically captures the configuration of a full-sized truck. The weight 
of the vehicle itself is 4.05 kg according to the laboratory measurement 
(0.8 % of the bridge mass). Four accelerometers are mounted on the 

front of the car, front axle, rear axle and vehicle body, respectively, as 
described in Fig. 10. The loading weights are placed inside the vehicle 
body as shown in Fig. 11(a), and a 540-brushed type motor is used to 
drive the vehicle operated by an electric controller as presented in 
Fig. 11(b), (c). In such damage detection approach, the vehicle speed 
should be maintained the same or similar for different tests so that the 
variation of speed would not mask the true damage on the bridge [48]. A 
speed difference of around 40 % is empirically acceptable according to 
some previous studies [37,38,49]. An appropriate and relatively low 
speed is generally recommended for the drive-by inspection method 
[50], as it provides high-resolution information for damage detection. If 
the speed is too low, the excitation of the car may be insufficient to cause 
a strong enough vehicle-bridge interaction response. On the other hand, 
if the speed is too high (e.g., highway speeds), the vehicle travelling time 
may be too short for the bridge to go through a full cycle of vibration 
[13,19]. Another concern is that too-different velocities would excite 
distinct modes of the bridge, and thus affecting the detection perfor-
mance. The maximum speed of the vehicle model is 0.9 m/s, and in the 
test, the maximum speed is used. An acceleration ramp is also used to 
ensure the speed can reach its max before entering the bridge. 

3.3. Experimental method 

The vehicle is driven across the beam in original condition with 6 kg 
weights applied on it to acquire a healthy case, which is referred to as 
“Case0”. Other structural states are collected from 3 damage positions 
and 3 damage severities, where additional masses, ms, are placed on 0.6 
m (0.15L), 2 m (0.5L) and 2.4 m (0.6L), respectively, and masses vary 
from 5 kg (1 % structural mass increase) to 20 kg (4 % structural mass 
increase). 0.5L and 0.6L represent the damage locations at and near the 

Fig. 7. Details of the experimental beam model setup.  

Fig. 8. Attachments on the beam: (a) Additional mass, (b) Accelerometer.  

Fig. 9. Scale vehicle model.  
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mid-span of the bridge, and 0.15L stands for the damage location near 
the bridge support. The placement of mass at different locations is used 
to validate the viability of the method in cases 1, 4, and 5. Due to the 
larger vibration responses in the mid-span bridge, the detection per-
formance of the mid-span is usually better than that near the support. 
0.15L, as one of the most unfavorite location cases, is selected to explore 
the sensitivity of the method to the bridge damage by using different 
mass sizes (cases 1–3). The description of these health states is shown in 
Table 1. Each state contains 200 vehicle passages, building the dataset 
for damage diagnosis. Thus, there are 200 (runs) × 6 (cases) × 7 (sen-
sors) = 8400 (signals), and each signal has 8000 discrete points corre-
sponding to 4 s of “valid acceleration segments”. 

By borrowing the renowned sociological concept of “negative pop-
ulation growth”, common structural damages like cracks and corrosion 
that reduce the local stiffness and mass can be referred to as positive 
structural damages, while negative structural damage is manually 
generated by increasing the local structural stiffness and mass. As with 
positive structural damages, the “negative structural damage” will also 
cause changes in bridge dynamic properties (e.g., natural frequency). 
For example, the first mode natural frequency of the beam, fb1, with the 
additional masses of 4 % and 1 % at the mid-span, can be approximated 
as 34.07 Hz (3.77 % frequency change) and 35.06 Hz (0.99 % frequency 

change), respectively, according to the formular derived by Liu et al. 
[30]. Mass increases will lead to mode frequency changes, but more than 
that, they will change the amplitudes in both time-domain and 
frequency-domain responses [30]. It is possible to detect small-scale 
damage (less than 2 % of structural change) in the laboratory 
environment. 

4. Results and analysis 

The proposed methodology is compared with commonly used clas-
sification algorithms such as Linear-SVM, RBF-SVM, Artificial Neural 
Network (ANN), Gaussian Process (GP), Random Forest (RF) and 
Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA) to demonstrate its good per-
formance in damage indication. Then, the influence of C values and the 
algorithm’s boosting mechanism are discussed based on experimental 
samples. Diagnostic performances of vehicle sensors in different loca-
tions are discussed and compared with bridge sensors to show the high 
efficiency of the designed SHM framework. 

4.1. Evaluation of damage diagnosis performance 

At a ratio of 85 %: 15 %, the dataset is partitioned into training and 

Fig. 10. Sensor installation on the vehicle: (a) Bottom vehicle, (b) Top vehicle.  

Fig. 11. Vehicle setup: (a) Weights inside the vehicle body, (b) Electric controller, (c) The vehicle on the beam.  

Table 1 
Health state description.  

Case No. Location Weight Case No. Location Weight 

0 0 0 (Healthy) 3 0.6 m 5 kg (Small) 
1 0.6 m 20 kg (Medium) 4 2 m 20 kg (Medium) 
2 0.6 m 10 kg (Small) 5 2.4 m 20 kg (Medium)  
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testing subsets, and the overall performance of each algorithm is 
assessed via 5-fold cross validations. The results from the rear axle 
sensor are illustrated herein, while results from sensors on other posi-
tions will be discussed later. In this study, the vertical vehicle acceler-
ations are used as direct inputs, and PCA method as a dimensionality 
reduction tool is only used to visualize the classification results. PCA 
converts a given dataset into a new coordinate system by employing an 
orthogonal linear transformation [51]. As shown in Fig. 12, the first 
principal component (feature 1) has the largest variance, followed by 
the second principal component (feature 2), and so on. The first two 
features are used to visualize the classification results. 

The performance of the proposed algorithm is demonstrated by 
comparing with six commonly used classification algorithms, and their 
main parameters are determined by Grid Search [52] as presented in 
Table 2. Grid Search finds the optimal parameters by evaluating all the 
possible combinations of parameter values in the lists, with the combi-
nation that yields the highest cross validation score being retained. 
Parameter lists for Gird Search are: C: [0.1, 0.2, 0.3, …, 10] for Linear- 
SVM; Gamma: [0.05, 0.1, 0.15, …, 2], C: [0.1, 0.2, 0.3, …, 10] for RBF- 
SVM; Hidden_layer_sizes: [(1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3), …, (1, 20), (2, 1), (2, 2), 
…, (20, 20)], alpha: [0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10], max_iter: [10, 100, 1000] 
for ANN; Kernel: [0.5 * RBF(0.5), 0.5 * RBF(1.0), 0.5 * RBF(1.5), …, 20 * 
RBF(20)] for GP; N_estimators: [20, 40, 60, …, 1000], max_features: [2, 
4, 6, …, 100] for RF; reg_param: [0, 0.1, 0.2, …, 10] for QDA. For 

parameter combinations with the same scores, the optimum configura-
tions are manually selected from one of those. While the performance of 
QDA seems to be poor for all parameter selections (close to 50 %), and its 
configuration is set to default (reg_param = 0). ANNs could contain very 
complex structures and parameters, for which finding an optimal or 
unique solution towards the given dataset would be difficult and 
somewhat beyond the scope of this paper. As a result, only ANNs with 
simple structures are investigated to obtain comparative results. 

In Table 3, the classification performance of 5 damage scenarios 
illustrate that the proposed methodology outperforms other algorithms 
by better distinguishing vibration samples and giving higher result ac-
curacies. It is found that Linear SVM may be more suitable for this type 
of problem, providing generally good performance on the given dataset, 
as the previous thought that linear and simple classifiers can separate 
the high-dimensional spaces easily. The present strategy further boosts 
its performance by learning from misclassified samples on the basis of 
Linear SVM. Optimized AdaBoost-Linear SVM (OAB-Linear SVM) in-
creases the accuracy by 6.4 % on average when compared to the linear 
SVM. Meanwhile, QDA appears to perform similarly to a random guess 
in all the cases, which indicates that QDA may not be suitable as a 
classifier for high-dimensional vibration signals. Excluding the results of 
QDA, the proposed algorithm can effectively improve the result accu-
racy on all cases by 5 % to 16.7 %, when compared to other algorithms. 
The PCA visualization results of the first two features for Case1 are 
presented in Fig. 13, corresponding to the largest damage severity. The 
larger damage seems to have a more evident clustering of structural 
states than the minor damage, by which the classifier can divide the data 
points into two groups more easily. This will be more apparent in higher- 
dimensional spaces, as the first two components can only reveal a 
portion of the health state information. A more detailed discussion of the 
accuracy and the classification mechanism will be provided in Section 
4.2. 

AdaBoost forces the linear SVMs as component classifiers to 
concentrate on misclassified samples from the minority class, avoiding 

Table 2 
Major parameters of classification algorithms.  

Algorithm Configuration Algorithm Configuration 

Linear- 
SVM 

C = 5 GP Kernel = 10 * RBF 
(10) 

RBF-SVM gamma = 0.01, C = 5 RF n_estimators = 1000, 
max_features = 20 

ANN hidden_layer_sizes=(10, 4), 
alpha = 1, max_iter = 1000 

QDA reg_param = 0  

Table 3 
Classification performance for different algorithms.  

Case No. Details OAB-Linear SVM Linear-SVM RBF-SVM GP ANN RF QDA 

Case1 0,15L, 20 kg  85.0 %  78.3 %  68.3 %  73.3 %  76.7 %  76.7 %  45.0 % 
Case2 0,15L, 10 kg  83.3 %  75.0 %  68.3 %  66.7 %  71.7 %  70.0 %  51.7 % 
Case3 0,15L, 5 kg  78.3 %  73.3 %  66.7 %  66.7 %  71.7 %  66.7 %  53.3 % 
Case4 0,5L, 20 kg  88.3 %  83.3 %  71.7 %  81.7 %  81.7 %  81.7 %  56.7 % 
Case5 0,6L, 20 kg  88.3 %  81.7 %  73.3 %  78.3 %  81.7 %  83.3 %  50.0 %  

Fig. 12. Proportions of explained variance of the first 10 PCs.  
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the minor damage features from being considered as noises, which is the 
key to improving the accuracy of detection results. On the one hand, 
such a mechanism makes the algorithm more sensitive to the damage, 
but on the other hand, a concern is that when the noise is more dominant 
than the damage feature, the algorithm may focus on the noise instead of 
the damage feature [53]; there may be a need to ensure that the noise is 
less dominant than the small damage features. It is found experimentally 
that when the mass increase is greater than 5 kg (1 %), the noise is less 
likely to mask the damage features, for which the algorithm is effective. 
In some previous studies, the modal frequency or several features 
extracted from the frequency domain are used as the input, but they can 
only represent a portion of the health state information, which can be 
referred to in the PCA plots in the paper (see Fig. 12); this could lead to a 
loss of information related to the damage, especially for the small-scale 
damage. Some researchers suggest that the time-domain signal contains 
richer damage information and is more sensitive to structural damage 
(especially small/local damage) [54–56]. This paper uses the entire 
time-domain signal as input, which can provide the algorithm with more 
knowledge related to the damage. Therefore, compared to some previ-
ous methodologies, the proposed approach framework can achieve 
improved performance and is more sensitive to small damage. 

To further show the superior performance of the present algorithm, 
Table 4 provides the comparison results for different algorithms inte-
grated with AdaBoost: proposed Optimized AdaBoost-Linear SVM (OAB- 
Linear SVM), AdaBoost with Linear SVM component classifiers (AB- 
Linear SVM), AdaBoost with RBF SVM component classifiers (AB-RBF 
SVM), AdaBoost with Random Forest component classifiers (AB-RF) and 
AdaBoost with Neural Networks component classifiers (AB-ANN). Not 
all the algorithms can be boosted with AdaBoost, where the classifiers 
used as component learners in AdaBoost need to support sample 
weights, according to Freund and Schapire [57]. Gaussian Process (GP) 
and Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA) cannot be employed as 

effective base learners for AdaBoost. For OAB-Linear SVM, the hyper- 
parameters of AB-Linear SVM are tuned by the proposed optimization 
method, while the parameters of AB-Linear SVM, AB-RBF SVM, AB-RF 
and AB-ANN are determined by Random Search [58], one of the most 
effective Hyper-Parameter Optimization tools. All computations in this 
study were executed in Python 3.8 64-bits on Windows using scikit-learn 
and SciPy packages [59,60], on a laptop PC with AMD Ryzen 7 CPUs and 
8 GB RAM. OAB-Linear SVM outperforms other algorithms with Ada-
Boost in almost all the cases, providing higher accuracy. AdaBoost 
cannot boost a classifier very efficiently without fine-tuned configura-
tions, since AdaBoost as a traditional “moderate-classifier booster” has 
strict principles for its component classifiers. The optimal parameters of 
the classifier itself are usually not the optimal for AdaBoost. The pro-
posed OAB-Linear SVM has a higher average improvement (Avg. imp.) 
than others, which can demonstrate the high efficiency of the present 
parameter optimization strategy. Meanwhile, it has been shown that the 
computational efficiency of AB-SVMs is higher than that of AB-RF and 
AB-ANN, with less average running time (Avg. time). Among them, the 
computing resources used by AB-ANN are over ten times those of AB- 
SVMs, so the combination of AdaBoost and complex algorithms should 
be avoided if possible. 

Due to the time and expense restraints, field or laboratory test data 
might be limited in some cases, and thus there is a need to investigate the 
algorithm’s performance regarding the data amount. The sample size 
mentioned below refers to the size of the health data (baseline). From 
Fig. 14, it is found that along with the increasing samples for tests, the 
accuracies of OAB-Linear SVM and Linear SVM rise synchronously in the 
largest damage case, where similar trends can be seen in other damage 
cases. OAB Linear-SVM overperforms Linear-SVM with higher accuracy 
at all sample sizes, and more than that, it exhibits a relatively smooth 
and steady climbing trend. In the case of the medium damage (4 % mass 
increase), the accuracy of OAB Linear-SVM reaches 66.7 % (50 % for 

Fig. 13. Classification results of Case1.  

Table 4 
Comparison results for different algorithms integrated with AdaBoost.  

Case No. Details OAB-Linear SVM AB-Linear SVM AB-RBF SVM AB-RF AB-ANN 

Case1 0,15L, 20 kg  85.0 %  78.3 %  71.7 %  78.3 %  80.0 % 
Case2 0,15L, 10 kg  83.3 %  78.3 %  71.7 %  73.3 %  75.0 % 
Case3 0,15L, 5 kg  78.3 %  78.3 %  70.0 %  70.0 %  73.3 % 
Case4 0,5L, 20 kg  88.3 %  85.0 %  76.7 %  85.0 %  83.3 % 
Case5 0,6L, 20 kg  88.3 %  85.0 %  76.7 %  85.0 %  83.3 % 
Avg. imp.   6.4 %  2.7 %  3.7 %  2.7 %  2.3 % 
Avg. time   22.6 s  18.3 s  20.6 s  31.2 s  293.5 s  
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Linear SVM), even though there are only 20 samples available. 
Evidently, the merits of this algorithm make it possible to achieve a 
satisfactory result accuracy when there are limited amounts of data. 

4.2. Discussion on the mechanisms 

Section 4.1 validates the outstanding performance of OAB-Linear 
SVM in structural damage detection. It is also important to understand 
the boosting mechanisms of the proposed method. This section will 
discuss: (1) how the optimizing program seeks the optimal performance 
of AB-Linear SVM by adjusting the regularization parameter, C; (2) how 
the boosting mechanism functions to improve the result accuracies. 

Fig. 15 shows the result accuracies on 9 damage scenarios with 
varied C values. The performance of AB-Linear SVM appears to be sen-
sitive to the C values. The algorithm just becomes a Linear SVM with the 
same accuracy, when the value of C is too large. While the AdaBoost 
mechanism cannot give effective accuracy improvement when the value 
of C is too small or improper. The C parameter informs the SVM opti-
mizer how much it should avoid misclassification on each training 
example. For large C values, a smaller margin hyperplane will be chosen 

by the SVM optimizer if it performs better of correctly classifying all the 
training points. A small C value, on the other hand, will cause the 
optimizer to seek a larger margin separating hyperplane, even if it 
misclassifies more points. A medium and appropriate C parameter is 
critical to the AdaBoost’s function in improving the result accuracy, as it 
cannot learn from a classifier that is too strong or too weak. For this case 
study, the C value lies in the rough range of 3.2 to 13, while for other 
cases it can be determined by the proposed optimization strategy. 

For a valid C value, the generalization performance of AB-Linear 
SVM is boosted through numerous iterations. Fig. 16 shows the 
comparative results on five cases of different health states with varied 
boosting cycles over a large range (5 iteration increments as one point in 
the figure). Despite some fluctuation, the test accuracy climbs as the 
iteration increases until it reaches the maximum score on testing sets, 
after which the accuracy remains stable. This indicate that large itera-
tion numbers can be advantageous to improve the generalization per-
formance, but it also requires a higher computational cost. Fig. 17 
illustrates the classification results of Case1 on testing sets correspond-
ing to diverse iteration numbers, which represent the largest damage 
case. Through the “extra knowledge” learned from the mistaken 

Fig. 14. Comparison results on various-sized tests.  

Fig. 15. Performance of AB-Linear SVM with different C values for different damage cases.  

Fig. 16. Performance of OAB-Linear SVM with different boosting iterations.  
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samples, the boosting mechanism corrects some misclassified points 
through multiple iterations, thereby improving the result accuracy. 
After achieving a certain performance, the boosting mechanism can no 
longer enhance the accuracy from the iteration process, which often 
means that the linear SVM as a component learner has hit its limit. 

Fig. 18 shows the learning curves of OAB-Linear SVM for Case1, and 
similar trends can be observed in other cases. Such curve shapes can be 
found in complex databases very often: the training score is very high at 
the beginning due to severe overfitting and declines gradually, whereas 

the cross-validation score is low at the beginning and rises. The vali-
dation score could be increased with more training samples. Table 5 
presents the results of precision, recall, and accuracy for different 
damage cases. In each case, the precision, recall, and accuracy are 
evidently higher than 50 % (random guess), which statistically justify 
the effectiveness of the proposed method. The precision, recall, and 
accuracy tend to decline as the damage level decreases. 

4.3. Performance comparison for different sensor locations 

The above results are obtained from the vehicle sensor on the rear 
axle, and diagnosis results for different sensor locations are shown as 
Table 6. Results from the bridge sensors are employed for the compar-
ison of direct and indirect methods regarding to the accuracy. There is 
no significant difference in the classification accuracy for each sensor 
location except the front car. This is because, as shown in Fig. 19, the 
rails are used to guide the vehicle to be driven straightly in the experi-
ment, where the contact between the guide rail and the front car limits 
the front car’s free vibration. The acceleration signals from the front car 
do not truly reflect the bridge vibration, and in this case, the front car 
signals are regarded as unavailable. The similarity of the classification 
results from sensors on the vehicle and on the bridge implies that the 
indirect SHM framework utilizing a passing vehicle is equally effective 
as the direct SHM system. Meanwhile, the present strategy’s perfor-
mance is not restricted to specific SHM frameworks or sensor locations. 
Furthermore, in the medium damage cases (e.g., cases 4, 5), the 

Fig. 17. Classification results of OAB-Linear SVM with different boosting iterations for Case1.  

Fig. 18. Learning curves of OAB-Linear SVM for Case1.  

Table 5 
Results of precision, recall and accuracy.  

Case No. Details precision recall accuracy 

Case1 0,15L, 20 kg  82.76 %  85.71 %  85.00 % 
Case2 0,15L, 10 kg  78.79 %  89.66 %  83.33 % 
Case3 0,15L, 5 kg  74.19 %  82.14 %  78.33 % 
Case4 0,5L, 20 kg  88.46 %  85.19 %  88.33 % 
Case5 0,6L, 20 kg  92.00 %  82.14 %  88.33 %  

Table 6 
Diagnosis results for diverse sensor locations.  

Case No. Details Car body Rear axle Front axle Front car Beam1 Beam2 Beam3 

Case1 0,15L, 20 kg  85.0 %  85.0 %  83.3 %  46.7 %  85.0 %  85.0 %  85.0 % 
Case2 0,15L, 10 kg  81.6 %  83.3 %  83.3 %  46.7 %  83.3 %  83.3 %  83.3 % 
Case3 0,15L, 5 kg  78.3 %  78.3 %  78.3 %  46.7 %  78.3 %  78.3 %  78.3 % 
Case4 0,5L, 20 kg  88.3 %  88.3 %  85.0 %  46.7 %  90.0 %  90.0 %  90.0 % 
Case5 0,6L, 20 kg  86.6 %  88.3 %  86.6 %  46.7 %  88.3 %  88.3 %  88.3 %  

Fig. 19. Contact between the front car and the rail.  
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proposed methodology can reach an identification accuracy of nearly 
90 % even though there are only 200 cases available, which is often 
required for thousands of training cases in previous methods. Improving 
the identification performance by appropriate algorithms can increase 
the efficiency in data utilization and probably reduce the costs in data 
collection. 

5. Conclusion 

An Optimized AdaBoost-Linear SVM algorithm is proposed in this 
paper to indicate the occurrence of bridge damages utilizing the raw 
vehicle acceleration signals. Well-designed linear SVMs by an optimi-
zation strategy are used as component classifiers in AdaBoost, where the 
C value is adaptively modified to seek the optimal generalization per-
formance of the algorithm. The present model has been validated via the 
dataset received by the laboratorial experiments, where a steel beam 
and a scale truck model with an engine are used. Additional weights on 
the beam of different sizes and positions are used to simulate damage 
scenarios. Based on the experimental results, the following conclusions 
can be drawn: 

(1) The proposed optimization strategy can find the optimal C value 
for the linear SVM, enabling it to be the effective component learner in 
AdaBoost, which provides the improved generalization performance for 
damage detection. The configuration of AdaBoost-Linear SVM is deter-
mined automatically with the dataset, and this provides the potential to 
automate the health state identification process and achieve real-time 
SHM systems in the future. 

(2) The proposed Optimized AdaBoost-Linear SVM, is demonstrated 
to have better performance than other methods that are commonly used 
in classification problems, such as RBF SVM and Random Forest, with 
improvements ranging from 5 % to 16.7 %. Compared with the linear 
SVM, the proposed algorithm boosts the accuracy by 6.4 % on average. 
These advantages could allow it to become a preferable option for health 
state identification problems. 

(3) The boosting mechanism in the algorithm makes it sensitive to 
the damage. The proposed algorithm remains a good result accuracy of 
78.3 % for the small damage (1 % mass increase). It could expand the 
lower limit of the detectable damage range and is of great significance 
for the detection of minor damages. 

(4) Similar and high identification accuracies are seen in sensors at 
diverse locations on both the vehicle and the bridge when applying the 
present approach. According to these results, the vehicle-based indirect 
SHM framework can be equally effective as the direct SHM systems, and 
the proposed algorithm is not strictly limited to specific sensor locations 
or SHM frameworks. 

Future work will target the limitations of the proposed diagnosis 
algorithm for indirect bridge health monitoring. Firstly, experiments 
were conducted with a single-configuration vehicle in a normal labo-
ratory environment, where white noise and motor noise are the major 
noise components in the experiment. It is necessary to verify the present 
model’s robustness under more realistic and complex conditions 
involving vehicle parameter variations (weight, speed, etc.), environ-
mental influences and road profile effects. Secondly, the proposed 
approach framework can successfully detect the existence of minor 
damage, but the detection of damage locations and severities still needs 
further research. A frontier of research is the integration of the proposed 
methodology with semi-supervised or unsupervised learning methods to 
build a new generation of smart bridges for health monitoring that is 
capable of accurately detecting damage existence, locations, severities, 
etc. Lastly, as a data-driven model, its physical explanation deserves 
further study. 
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